Abstract: Wind power is one of the most established renewable power resources yet it is also one of the most volatile resources. This poses a key challenge for successfully integrating wind power at a large scale into the power grid. Here we present an analysis of the time scales associated with wind power from hourly to seasonal fluctuations and how combining spatially distributed wind power sources helps to reduce its volatility. The analysis, based on observed wind speeds, is then generalised in a simple statistical model to develop a tool which can estimate the power output profile from a particular consortium of wind power sources. As the estimator only uses the local, or the mean national, wind resource and the mean distance between the sites to estimate the joint power output profile, it can be used by developers to estimate the reliability of their joint power output and to form the most effective consortium.
Introduction
With the global drive to increase the contribution of low-carbon renewable energy resources to power generation, wind energy is experiencing sustained and substantial growth in almost every part of the world. Wind power in particular is one of the key technologies as it is mature, able to be installed in utility-scale installations with installed capacities of hundreds of MW, and able to compete commercially with conventional generation, e.g. [10] . However, it is also a resource associated with a significant variability at virtually all time scales, from the duration of turbulent gusts, through daily and seasonal cycles, to long-term changes associated with climate change, where each time scale poses different challenges to integrating wind energy, e.g. [2] , from power quality issues to reliability issues and strategic planning. Ultimately, the instantaneous demand and the consumption over a period must be balanced by the supply. To achieve this balance, a comprehensive portfolio of back-up generation, interconnection, demand management, and energy storage must be used.
The UK electricity grid is an ideal case study for the integration of variable renewable energy into the national transmission system, partly because it has a good resource in many areas and forms, from solar through wind to wave and tidal power but also because of the nature of the electricity grid. The UK is a sizeable industrialised island with a well-developed transmission and distribution network supplying a national demand of between 20 GW during summer off-peak and 60 GW during winter peak demand [26] , yet with limited connection to the Irish and mainland European systems with a combined capacity of 4 GW in 2013 [25] .
Much research has investigated the overall resource for specific sites, from land-based wind speed measurements [11, 15, 30, 37] , satellite observations [33] , or by using climate or numerical weather prediction models. [7] , and statistical downscaling [8] , or dynamic downscaling [27] . Equally, short-term wind speed and wind power prediction has been extensively researched, e.g. [14, 31] .
A recent analysis of the variability characteristics of the main renewable energy resources for the UK [6] has provided detailed insight into the characteristics associated with a small set of locations but not addressed the issue what the result is when the variability from several locations is combined into a common transmission network. For other networks, it has been shown that regional aggregation of wind farms in Texas [21] or California [34] reduce in particular the high-frequency variability and that combining power from distant wind farms across the USA leads to substantial reduction in variability at all frequencies [13] . A highly idealised analysis of meeting demand by 100% wind from a single site suggested that a large part of the required energy storage volume would be needed to cover time periods of less than 12 hours [17] . An open question is, how this would change if wind power from distant sites is combined.
The profile of the output from a single wind turbine, a wind farm and the full national fleet of wind farms is illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 1 .a shows the wind speed distribution for a typical year of wind speed measurements at a representative site in the UK (where the number of hourly measurements have been rescaled to a probability density, referred to as 'Density' in the axis labels, such that the area under the histogram is equal to 1). Superimposed is the matching Weibull distribution, which is often used to describe wind speed statistics and which is formally defined in §2.2. Figure 1 .b shows the distribution of the power output from a single wind turbine near that site and frame c) that from a wind farm. To compare the performance of a single turbine with that of a farm or a national fleet of wind farm, the power output is normalised against the combined capacity of the participating turbines. That means that the normalised power, Π, in Figure 1 .b is the power output divided by the rated power of the turbine, Π ≡ P/P R , while in Figure 1 .c it is the power output from that wind farm divided by the installed capacity of that wind farm. Figure 1 .d shows the distribution of the wind power fed into the UK transmission grid over the same period (data supplied from [26] ). Figure 1 .b shows that this particular turbine generated either nothing or at full rated power for about 15% or 20% of the year, respectively, and the majority of the remaining time the turbine generated between 1% and 30% of the installed capacity.
The extreme cases of no or full output are somewhat reduced in the case of a wind farm with turbines no more than a few kilometres apart. However, the result of combining all wind turbines across the entire UK covering a maximum distance between turbines of around 1000 km, the wind power profile is substantially different and much less extreme. Now the cases of either no output at all or the entire installed wind capacity generating at maximum are extremely rare, but the total wind power is well distributed for the vast majority of the time over a range from around 5% to 60% of the installed capacity. From a point of electricity produced over a year, all three cases shown here result in the same capacity factor or annual electricity production per installed capacity. However, for planning purposes of supplying power to the consumer, the profile shown in Figure 1 .d is obviously much better because the actual output is frequently around the mean output, instead of frequently being at the extremes. This paper explores how the wind power production changes from the volatile behaviour of a single wind farm to a much more moderate behaviour as more and more wind farms contribute to the overall wind power over the area of a national transmission grid.
In this paper, the main focus is on the effect of regional and national wind power aggregation on the instantaneous power output and the power fluctuations. In addition, the effect of power aggregation on the longer time scales relevant for energy storage and planning of traditional generation will be also be discussed. The two key questions are: firstly, does wind power aggregation lead to making the availability of wind power more reliable and thereby mitigate the escalating need for alternative generation or energy storage and, secondly, do wind power fluctuations smooth each other out and thereby reduce the need for substantial alternative generation to respond at very short time scales above the current level of balancing operated by the transmission system operator?
To address these questions, the wind speed from a regional distribution of land-based anemometers will be used to estimate wind power which is then aggregated incrementally over the area of the mainland UK. To generalise findings from the the UK-specific case to a more widely applicable tool, the results will be expressed in terms of standard statistical distributions, where the behaviour of the parameters specifying the distributions are analysed as the degree of aggregation is increased.
Methodology
The main approach was to use sets of hourly wind speed data, convert these to corresponding hourly power output time series, and then combine them to an aggregated power output time series. The characteristics of each of these time series was then summarised in the form of histograms normalised to probability density functions. These analysis steps were first applied to observed wind speed data. To generalise the results, the analysis was then applied to ensembles of randomly generated Weibull-distributed wind speeds. An ensemble consisted of either independent samples or cross-correlated samples to mimic the spatial correlation of observed wind speeds.
This section will first describe and justify the choice of wind speed observations in §2.1 and the standard Weibull distribution used to generate the surrogate data in §2.2. Section 2.3 then describes how wind speed was converted to wind power, followed by an introduction to the beta distribution which was used to describe the statistics of the resulting power output in §2.4.
Finally, Sections 2.5 and 2.6 describe how the power output time series from the observed and randomly wind speeds were aggregated to combined power contribution to the grid.
Wind speed data source for observed distributions
From the options outlined by Watson et. al [37] , the approach to use wind measurements from land stations was adopted. From an larger set of possible sites, the 72 sites indicated in Figure 2 were chosen to provide a representative coverage of the available area as well as a good distribution of distances between pairs of sites and which, at the same time, covered the two-year period from 1 January 2012 to 31 December 2013 with more than 98% of valid data for each site. The data were supplied through the British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC) from the UK Met. Office Integrated Data Archive System (MIDAS) [36] , with the details for each station listed in Appendix A. The MIDAS stations provide hourly readings of the wind speed from anemometers at a nominal height of 10 m above ground, rounded to the nearest knot (1 kn = 0.5144 m/s). 
Standard wind distribution used
The wind speed measurements from the observations were used directly to calculate the power for individual sites and their aggregation. To generalise the results, a standard distribution was used to generate surrogate wind speed samples. The Weibull distribution,
describes the frequency or probability of a particular wind speed u in a distribution with a scale factor c (in units of wind speed) and a shape factor k. The Weibull distribution is known to be a good representation of actual distributions in mid-latitudes and is frequently used. The scale factor, c, is closely linked to the location of the peak of the distribution and the mean wind speed. The shape factor describes how narrow or broad the distribution is, with typical values of 1.7 k 2 for many mid-latitude locations. The mean wind speed for a Weibull-distributed resource is u = cΓ(1 + 1/k) where Γ is the gamma function. For the typical range of k this means that c is around 11% to 13% larger than the mean wind speed. The observations at all 72 sites were tested against the Weibull distribution, and each could be fitted with a goodness of fit of r 2 > 0.92. The results of this fitting is shown in appendix A.
Wind power estimation
For the analysis of the effect of wind speed fluctuations on the fluctuations of wind power provision to the national transmission grid, it was necessary to estimate reasonable power output levels from each region based on the local wind speed measurement.
This followed a standard procedure, e.g. [15] , illustrated in Figure 3 using the data from the site with ID 858 in appendix A: the wind speed measured at the nominal anemometer height of z R = 10 m was converted to m/s and extrapolated to a nominal hub height of z H = 80 m above ground using a logarithmic wind shear profile,
with a surface roughness of z 0 = 30 mm. Figure 3 .a shows the Weibull distribution for the 10 m wind speed time series as the blue line and that for the height-adjusted wind speed time series as the green dotted line. The chosen roughness length of 30 mm, also used by [37] , is appropriate for short grass, which is a typical environment for a rural meteorological station. The hourly wind speed data were then converted to hourly time series of power output through a generic turbine performance curve, shown in Figure 3 .b, characterised by a cut-in wind speed of 4 m/s, a cut-out wind speed of 25 m/s, and a rated wind speed of 12 m/s at which the turbine reached its rated output. The rated power was taken as unity so that the capacity factor for that turbine, wind farm or fleet of wind farms is equal to the mean output over the analysis period. The histogram of the resulting power output time series is shown in Figure 3 .c which is qualitatively identical to that constructed from actual power output data from the wind turbine in Figure 1 .b.
The beta distribution
Given that the power output profile is limited to the closed interval [0, 1], it is possible to approximate the observed distributions by a suitable standard distribution. In common with several authors, e.g. [4, 12, 23] , the beta distribution was found to give consistently the best fit from a range of possible standard distributions. A less common 'versatile distribution' has been proposed as superior to the beta distribution for wind power [39] but this was not tested here as the goodness of fit with the standard beta distribution, carried out using the distribution fitting routine provided through R [1, 20] , was very high. The probability density function of the beta distribution is
where 
Figure 3. Procedure of converting from measured or randomly generated wind speed distribution to estimated power output distribution: a) the measured wind speed distribution is scaled from the anemometer height of 10 m to reference turbine hub height of 80 m (in the case of randomly generated wind speeds a Weibull curve was generated to represent directly the wind speed resource at hub height), b) the typical performance curve of a wind turbine to convert wind speed to power, c) resulting wind power distribution, d) best-fit beta distribution to idealise the calculated power output histogram.
is the beta function required here to normalise the distribution. The two parameters β 1 and β 2 determine the shape of this distribution such that it has a single maximum within the interval if both parameters are larger than 1, while it diverges to infinity at one or both ends if one or both parameters are less than 1. If β 1 = β 2 , the distribution is symmetric around the centre value, Π = 0.5, whereas the maximum is shifted to lower values if β 2 > β 1 > 1. The mean value is µ = β 1 /(β 1 + β 2 ) and its variance is
. The distribution-fitting routine provided by R takes as input the power output time series. However, as φ β diverges at Π = 0 or Π = 1 for β 1 , β 2 < 1, the distribution fitting function provided by R could not accept values equal to zero or 1. For that reason, all zero power instances were changed to 10 −6 and all unit values were changed to 1 − 10 −6 . Applying this fitting routine to the power output time series for the example in figure 3 results in the two shape parameters β 1 = 0.12 and β 2 = 0.15 with that beta function plotted in Figure 3 .d.
Aggregation of UK sites
The aggregated power by combining a subset of the full 72 stations was created by taking a random sample of size N s < 72, and averaging the power output over those N s sites for each point in time. The averaging performs the same function as adding the power and then dividing by the installed capacity of individual sites, as our analysis was restricted to unit capacity at each site. This sampling was repeated a number of times to create a random representation of aggregating different sites. Because sampling the finite set of stations too many times would result in sampling the same combination of sites again and again, it was important to have a large enough sample to represent typical statistics but small enough to avoid oversampling the population. Trial and error suggested that sampling at least 20 times was sufficient to result in a repeatable spread of results but that one should not sample more than 35 times. All results presented below are based on a repeating the sampling 30 times.
In addition to the random sample, we also explored a sequential sampling of incrementally adding neighbouring sites, and thereby gradually increasing the spatial extent of the wind power cooperative. One of these sequences started with the most northern site and extended southwards, another started with the southern most, and a third started in the centre of the UK and extended outwards.
Aggregation of Weibull sites
As one objective was to assess the effect of spatial cross-correlation of the resource, both fully independent and partially correlated wind speed distributions were generated and then aggregated.
Initially, for the aggregation of up to N s independent Weibull sites, N r realisations of N s sets of Wind speed samples were generated, where each sample contained two years' worth of hourly (17544) wind speed measurements. The wind speeds were then converted to wind power, following §2.3, and then this power output was aggregated for the N s sites for each hour in the year.
After some testing, it was found that a reliable procedure to produce random yet cross-correlated wind speed distributions was to generate one random Weibull-distributed reference wind speed sample, u R (t), and N c independently generated Weibull-distributed wind speed samples, u r,i (t), for the i = 1 . . . N c sites. To achieve a cross-correlation consistent with the observations, each site-specific sample was then combined with the reference wind speed sample as
with
to represent sites with a Pearson's correlation coefficient of r, e.g. [24, §2.3.4] .
As with the independent sites and the observations, a sample of N s sites was taken from these now crosscorrelated N c sites to combine their output to an aggregated power output in the same way as for the observations.
Results from observed wind distributions
In this section, the results from the analysis of the wind speed observations from the 72 Met.Office stations are described, starting with an analysis of the signature of the cross-correlation among sites, then of the effect of aggregating the output from different sites. Figure 4 compares the pairwise correlation of the hourly wind speeds (blue circles) and of the hourly wind speed changes, δu/δt (red dots), against the distance between the stations. There is a clear link between the wind speed and the distance, decreasing rapidly from r ≈ 0.9 for the closest station pair to around r = 0.5 at a distance of 200 -300 km, followed by a more gradual decay to r ≈ 0.2 at around 700 km. The wind speed fluctuations, on the other hand appear to be largely uncorrelated except for the the closest pairs with distances less than 50 km. This is clear evidence that the wind speeds over the entire UK reflect the synoptic weather patterns with spatial coherence of length scales of hundreds of kilometres. The pattern formed by the blue circles in Figure 4 for the wind speed is entirely consistent with the analysis by Sinden [30] for estimated power output at a very large number of sites across the UK as well as the correlation between sites across Germany [19] . However, Figure 4 also shows that the hourly variation is not significantly affected by the large-scale teleconnection but by much more localised events. This demonstrates on one hand that variations of the wind over a typical weather regime will affect the nationally available wind power, with implications for scheduling of other forms of generation. On the other hand it suggests, that it might be possible to smooth out short-term power fluctuations from individual wind farms by aggregating them with other wind farms across the country. The result is that implications of power quality and short-term energy storage might not be too severe an issue when integrating a substantial amount of wind power into the transmission system.
Wind speed coherence and variability

Time scales associated with spatial coherence
To explore the temporal aspect of the relationship between different locations, the correlational analysis is extended to filtered wind speed data and their residual. For a chosen filter length from 2 hours to 1 year, the wind speed time series was filtered using a moving-average for the low-pass filtered component, u f , and Figure 5 . Change of the cross-correlation across sites with temporal low-pass filtering (blue dots) and high-pass filtering (red triangles), using moving-window averaging, against the filter window length the residual, u r = u − u f . One observation was that the 'exponential' decay with distance in the correlation coefficient was replaced by a much more linear decay of the correlation of the low-pass filtered wind speed among pairs of sites. To quantify the degree of correlation, and the spatial decay of correlation, a linear regression of Pearson's correlation coefficient against distance between the stations was performed for all filtered and residual time series. The results of these regressions are shown in Figure 5 , with the goodness of fit as a measure of consistent behaviour in Figure 5 .a, the intercept as a measure of nearby correlation in Figure 5 .b, and the slope as a measure of the spatial decrease in correlation among sites in Figure 5 .c. The characteristics of Figure 5 are that the low-pass time series show a very consistent behaviour as long as time scales less than around three days are included (from Figure 5.a) , that the degree of correlation at close distances increases if time scales less than 12 hours are eliminated (from Figure 5.b) , and that the range of the correlation is on the order of a thousand kilometres (from Figure 5 .c). At time scales larger than a season, the spatial cross-correlation loses its systematic behaviour rapidly. Conversely, the high-pass filtered time series or residual is virtually uncorrelated at time scales shorter than 12 hour and reaches a point of maximum systematic behaviour as measured by r 2 in Figure 5 .a when time scales less than a month are included. These characteristics can be interpreted that the wind speed at any time can be roughly assigned to three fundamental processes:
1. At time scales less than 12 hours, localised dynamics dominate the wind speed fluctuations. This finding is in good agreement with the spectral analysis by Tarroja et al. [34] who observed a reduction in spectral density at time scales shorter than 12 hours after aggregating nearby wind farms. In fact, if the power sources being aggregated are largely uncorrelated, then the fluctuations from combining N independently fluctuating sources should scale with N −1/2 [2] . Figure 5 therefore shows that combining wind turbines or wind farms separated by more than around 50 km will be effective at smoothing out power fluctuations at time scales up to 12 hours. 2. At time scales between 12 hours and a month (with a peak at around 3 days), the wind speed is dominated by the large-scale atmospheric dynamics including the daily cycle and synoptic weather systems which have a typical length scales of several hundred to a thousand kilometres. These are the time scales which lead to spatial correlation of the wind speeds and wind power across substantial distances. As a consequence, one can expect gains in balancing wind power for a more reliable output only if wind farms cover a very large area, such as the size of the entire UK. 3. At seasonal and annual time scales, the local time-invariant environment, such as the local topography, dominates the flow, and the wind speeds are determined by their local long-term average. provides a validation of the approach taken here of using wind speed data as proxy for wind power, and that the number of sites included and their spatial coverage are representative of the UK system studied here. Figure 6 .a clearly would be consistent with a beta distribution with both shape parameters β 1 < 1 and β 2 < 1, whereas Figure 6 .b would be consistent with a beta distribution with β 1 ≈ 1 (occasional but not frequent periods of no wind power) and β 2 > 1 (rare full power output). The transition from the extreme behaviour of a single turbine or farm to the much more moderate wind power profile of the national fleet is illustrated in Figure 7 of the two beta shape parameters against N s , the number of sites combining to a single power output, where the lower (blue) region shows the range of values found for β 1 and the upper (red) region for β 2 when aggregating 30 different random samples of N s sites. Obviously, as the sample size approaches the population size of the 72 stations, fewer different samples are possible, and the range in observed results reduces. This effect can clearly be seen from a sample size of 30 onwards. However, the general shape of the progression is very clear, with an initial rapid increase in the shape parameters until around ten to 15 sites from across the UK, followed by a much slower increase eventually reaching what appears a saturation value. In the case of the UK sample, these saturation values are β 1,sat = 0.94 and β 2,sat = 2.4. Figure 7 .a shows the range and median of the shape parameters when aggregating random samples from across the UK. In contrast, Figure 7 .b shows three special cases where nearest neighbours are incrementally added to the participating sites. While they all end up at the same result when the entire available fleet is included, the incremental addition has always a slower increase in the shape parameters than the random addition. In particular, starting in the centre and combining sites outwards has the least impact but this might be partially due to the fact that the wind resource is best in the far North and far South.
Observed local and national power
Results from a standard wind distribution
To generalise the observations from section 3 and to develop a simple model of the effect of aggregating partially correlated generation units, we turn from the observed distribution to wind speeds generated by sampling from the standard Weibull distribution. In the first step, the effect of aggregating the power output from independent Weibull sources is demonstrated, in § 4.1. After this, the power output from partially correlated Weibull sources, created as described in § 2.6, is presented in § 4.2. Figure 8 .a shows the results of aggregating up to 100 independent Weibull sites, all with a scale factor of c = 9m/s and a shape factor of k = 1.8, values typical for the mean UK wind resource. The solid black line is the beta distribution resulting for the power output from a single Weibull site, the solid red lines are for two, three, and four sites. The dashed green lines are from aggregating five to ten sources, and the dashed blue lines from 20 to 90 sources (every ten), and the final solid blue line has arisen from aggregating 100 independent sites.
Aggregating independent Weibull sources
While the mean power remains the same throughout, the distribution moves from the extreme 'bathtub' shape for a single site rapidly to a single-humped smooth distribution with a maximum approaching the mean value. Increasing the number of sites progressively sharpens the distribution around the mean. This behaviour is also captured by the plot of the two beta parameters shown in Figure 8 .b for Weibull parameters c = 9m/s and shape values between 1.8 and 2.2. After an initially faster increase, up to five sites, the beta parameters increase linearly without ever seeming to saturate for all cases. Figure 9 shows how the change in the beta parameters is affected by aggregating partially correlated sites rather than independent sites for sites with Weibull parameters c = 9m/s and k = 1.8, where Figure 9 .a shows β 1 against the number of sites aggregated and Here one can see that the effect of reducing the effectiveness of aggregating sites is significant even at the lowest correlation of r = 0.1, and that saturation of the benefits sets in after only a moderate number of sites, even at a moderate value of correlation across the sites.
Aggregating partially correlated Weibull sources
The final part in the analysis is to evaluate at which point the saturation sets in for a given correlation across sites and what the saturation value is. This is shown in Figure 10 for a range of Weibull parameters, c = 6.5 . . . 12m/s and k = 1.6 . . . 2.2. In Figure 10 .a one can see that the number of sites after which saturation sets in rapidly drops from 60 to 70 sites at r = 0.05 to between 20 and 40 for a range of 0.3 < r < 0.7 after which it further reduces to between 10 and 20 at r = 0.95. For the value to which the beta parameters converge, it was found that this was most consistently described as the ratio of the final value for aggregating 100 sites over the initial value for the single site. This ratio is shown for both beta parameters in Figure 10 .b with blue down-ward pointing triangles for β 1 and red filled upward pointing triangles for β 2 . In line with the linear increase of the parameters for independent sites, the ratio between the final and initial value is around 100 at very low correlation among sites. At the other end, identical sites do not alter the power output, and the ratio between the final and initial value is 1. For intermediate values, the ratio decays in a consistent manner. Superimposed on the results are two lines approximating that behaviour as
This figure demonstrates that is possible to estimate the power output profile based on the cross-correlation of the wind speeds between pairs of sites planning to offer a combined electricity production. The projected combined distribution can be used in the form of load duration curves to assess how reliably the aggregation of wind farms can supply electricity to the grid. Since the correlation is a clear function of the distance between sites, gains through combining near-by wind farms are very limited, whereas combining output from farms across a distance of hundreds of kilometres is very effective, even when combining only 10 to 20 wind farms.
Discussion
Having been able to demonstrate that short-term wind power fluctuations even from relatively closely situated wind farms are essentially independent, a consequence is that power fluctuations are normally distributed with a standard deviation scaling with the number of contributing sites, N s , as N −1/2 s . This can support statistical wind power forecasting, e.g. [29, 32] , as well as refine models of electricity market participation of wind farm consortia, e.g. [3] , or for optimising wind farm development, e.g. [22] .
In section 3, Figure 7 , the effect of aggregation wind speed observations from across the UK was shown. Guided by this, a simple model based on standard wind speed and wind power distributions, and the aggregation of partially correlated samples from the wind speed distribution, was developed in section 4. Figure 11 overlays the results of this model over the observations. The model used 72 Weibull sites, all with mean Weibull parameters from the observations scaled up to the hub height of 80 m (c = 8.82m/s and k = 1.81) and using the median of the correlation coefficient among the observations (cf Figure 4) as the correlation parameter r = 0.473 in eq. (5) for the dash-dotted line. In addition, the values of the 45% and 55% quantiles for the correlation coefficient of r = 0.450 and r = 0.493 were used to generate the two dashed lines respectively. The extremely good agreement between the effect of randomly aggregating the power from the observation sites with the simple model, only requiring a mean wind resource estimate and a mean spatial cross-correlation coefficient, demonstrates that it is now possible to estimate the wind power profile of joining different generating sites where only knowledge of the local, or even national average wind resource and the distance among potential partners is needed, as the correlation among sites is mainly determined by their respective distance.
Based on the model, it is now possible to model generation duration curves used for calculating the contribution of individual generators or aggregated generators to electricity supply. This can therefore be a useful tool when planning to develop a site and, in particular, when proposing a consortium to set up, what is now called a 'Virtual Power Plant' (VPP), e.g. [5, 28, 35] , as an economic tool to add reliability to wind power. This study has only considered a single form of energy resource, and the next logical step is to extend the analysis to include other resources such as PV, wave or tidal power, each with their own characteristic. There is evidence that even co-located generators from different resources, e.g. wind and solar, have very little correlation among them [6] , so that the combination of different resource will quickly lead to a beneficial generation profile.
This analysis has concentrated on the wind power output only, without regard to the actual demand. Both, the daily electricity demand profile will have a strong influence on planning and contingencies required to effectively integrate wind power, e.g. as demonstrated in an idealised analysis [17] , but also more generally over the year. To illustrate the effect regional aggregation of wind power can have on the residual load duration curves, the wind power from an increasing installed capacity at the 72 locations was used to contribute to the UK's national demand over the same 2-year period as the wind speed data. In that analysis [16] , the effectiveness of aggregating wind power was compared against that which could be achieved by demand-side management and short-term energy storage as well as seasonal balancing of supply and demand. The scenarios investigated ranged from no and current wind power output to an installed capacity sufficient to cover the entire annual electricity consumption from the annual electricity production from these wind sites. Figure 12 shows the residual load duration curve for a range of balancing actions when 50% of the annual electricity consumption is produced by wind power, and the remaining 50% is initially scheduled one day ahead based on expected demand wind production. The residual load is the difference between the demand at any hour in the analysis and the electricity production by wind, scheduled, and results of energy management options. The pale red region shows the ranged covered by the residual load if all the wind power is from a single site and no further action is used prior to balancing. The pale yellow region shows by how much the residual load is covered through short-term energy and power management actions which are effective on the hourly scale, such as demand-side re-scheduling of load or exporting/importing electricity to other systems. The strong yellow region indicates the residual load after the daily cycle has been managed using strategies such as energy storage or stand-by generation. The green area denotes the effect of the regional aggregation when all 72 sites combine to the wind power. Finally, the blue region is the result of combining all actions. Clearly, regional aggregation reduces the number of high residual load noticeably and it also reduces the number of residual power excess (negative residual load) drastically compared to a single site, and even compared to other energy balancing actions.
To illustrate, how the aggregation of individual wind power producers to a national wind fleet affects the requirements for other generation planning and balancing in future scenarios, Figure 13 shows the required generation capacity against wind energy contribution to meet demand. The grey triangle represents the installed capacity of the schedule generation, decreasing directly with the wind contribution from 100% to 0%, the combination of the other shaded regions indicates the total required generation capacity in addition to the schedule generation and wind power if the wind power source is from a single site. As the wind contribution increases, and the scheduled contribution decreases, the additional capacity increases steadily, though not quite as fast as the scheduled generation decreases.
The savings made through aggregating wind farms to a national wind fleet is shown by the upper hatched and shaded regions in Figure 13 , while short-term demand management over a few hours does not reduce the remaining capacity requirement noticeably. Separating the daily cycle from the longer term requirements leads to the remainder being separated into three regions, where the yellow area indicates the requirement to cover the Residual load duration curve for the UK's national demand if 50% of the annual consumption is provided by wind and 50% by day-ahead planned scheduled generation. The regions annotated as 'minor DM ', 'Daily DM ' and 'Aggregation' indicate the range of residual load duration curves under each of these actions separately, and only 'All ' combines these actions. 'minor DM ' refers to load-shifting, energy storage or interconnections from one hour to the next only, while 'Daily DM ' refers to load-shifting and energy storage actions acting over several hours up to the daily cycle. Figure 13 . Required capacity to supply the residual load for 99% of the time: grey area: conventional generation scheduled a day ahead; red: required to supplement wind and scheduled generation and time scales exceeding a day; red-yellow cross-hatched: requirement to be able to respond at all time scales: yellow: requirement for short-term balancing up to the daily cycle; blue-yellow cross-hatched: balancing achieved by effective regional aggregation; blue line: power which system needs to be able to absorb at the hourly time scale; red line: power which system needs to absorb at the daily-cycle time scale.
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daily cycle but not any longer-term needs. The central shaded region covers the requirements which have to cover both, the daily cycle and the longer term needs, while the red region is to supply only the electricity beyond the day ahead. This separation can be interpreted such that most energy storage technologies, which operate at the daily time scale, and extensive demand management strategies can only effectively address a restricted part of the balancing requirements. The remainder splits relatively evenly into those types of generation which have to provide power at all time scales and those which are only needed for the slower response beyond the day-ahead scheduling. Those longer time scales are mostly associated with the synoptic weather time scale of two to three weeks and the seasonal cycle in both, demand and wind resource. The level of power to be absorbed, either by short-term demand management or by action to absorb the daily cycle are indicated by the two dashed lines in Figure 13 .
The analysis shows that conventional energy storage systems, such as pumped hydro, cannot provide the substantial capacities needed to absorb excess power or provide the residual load over synoptic and seasonal time scales. The energy storage required over those time scales will be much more economic if the energy is stored in the form of a fuel, for example using the 'power-to-gas' concept, e.g. [9, 18, 38] .
Conclusions
The analysis presented here has identified three main time scales affecting the spatial coherence of wind power:
1. 'short' time scales extending as far as 12 hours ahead where the wind at individual sites is dominated by the local fluid dynamics. The result is that power fluctuations at these time scales are virtually independent across a spatial portfolio of wind generation; 2. an 'intermediate' time scale ranging from the daily cycle up to the synoptic weather time scale of up to three weeks at most, where the synoptic weather regimes result in a clear spatial correlation of wind energy production; the correlation of the power output from stations is consistent with a linear decrease as a function of distance; 3. 'long' time scales longer than three weeks where the local geography determines the local mean wind resource.
The implication of these time scales is that the annual electricity will be proportional to both, the installed capacity and the local mean wind resource. However, as sites are virtually uncorrelated at time scales less than a few hours, short-term fluctuations should balance each other out such that the short-term power fluctuations will only be proportional to the square-root of the installed capacity if it is installed with reasonably broad spatial diversity. This will reduce the requirements for back-up generation or energy storage needed to maintain power quality and short-term energy balancing. At the intermediate range, important for day-ahead scheduling and week-ahead planning, the total wind energy and power production will strongly depend on the weather with consequent implications for relying on other forms of generation. However, as the time scales are relatively long, it should be possible to optimise the scheduling of reserve generation or energy storage if sufficiently good forecasting methods are used.
For the longer time scales from the daily to the seasonal cycle, we have developed a simple statistical model to estimate the effect on the power generation profile of combining spatially dispersed wind power sources. This model was based on generating random but partially correlated samples with given Weibull distributions and converting those to aggregated power samples using a generic turbine performance curve, which then could be presented as power distributions. The results from this model showed good agreement with the power generation profile from actual wind speed observations. The key results from this analysis are:
1. The power output profile from spatially dispersed wind power sources can be modelled in a simple statistical model only requiring information on the mean wind resource and either the mean cross-correlation among sites or the mean distance among sites. 2. Aggregating neighbouring sites has little effect and hence provides little benefit for the operator. 3. Aggregating a few spatially distributed sites over a reasonably large area (distances over 300 km) leads to substantial balancing of wind power with the results that the combined output is rarely at extremes (zero or full power) but most likely at values around the mean. 4. The added benefit through adding further sites rapidly saturates, such that the full potential of spatial balancing across distances of around 1000 km is achieved when combining 20 to 30 sites.
An immediate application of these results is for developers or operators of wind farms. As the estimator only uses the local or mean national wind resource and the mean distance among the sites to estimate the joint power output profile, it can be used by developers to form the most effective consortium and to estimate the reliability of their joint power output.
In terms of further development, the next step is to extend the analysis to other resources, such as photovoltaics, wave energy, or tidal power. Furthermore, the results of this work can be used in modelling complete energy systems.
A. Weather stations list
This table summarises the 72 stations used in the analysis, listed in order from North to South. The 'ID' is its MIDAS station ID [36] , the co-ordinates of the station given in 'Northing' and 'Eastings'(units metres) and the elevation above sea level (also in metres). The column 'Data av.' gives the percentage of valid wind speed readings through the 2-year period. The final three columns give the local wind resource in terms of the Weibull scale factor, c (in knots) at the anemometer height of 10 m above ground and the shape factor, k, together with r 2 as a measure of goodness of fit of the observed distribution to the Weibull distribution.
ID Northing Eastings Elevation Data av. c (kn) k r 2
